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Shapiro Tenders Resignation
Board Accepts and Appoints Coburn

At an emergency meeting of the Board of Trustees last night, E. Donald Shapiro citing "family hassles and grief from my wife" tendered his resignation as Dean of the Law School.

Present at the meeting in the Second Floor oak-paneled Trustees Suite were all Board members except former Court of Appeals Judge Charles Froessel who has been hospitalized with phlebitis for the past several weeks.

In an apparently unprompted statement, Mr. Shapiro expressed his regret at having to leave the Law School at "such a critical stage in the school's history" but felt that "my family comes first." Mr. Shapiro had requested the meeting of the Board of Trustees early Sunday morning just after his return from Europe.

Board Chairman John V. Thornton, obviously surprised by the announcement, was still dressed in his Consolidated Edison work overalls. Calling upon the Board to accept unanimously Mr. Shapiro's resignation, Mr. Thornton summoned Administration Officers Tony Scanlon and Gregg Coburn.

Both Mr. Scanlon and Mr. Coburn have been long-time aides to Mr. Shapiro and have done extensive policy planning at the Law School in recent years, including the current Add/Drop system and class schedule.

Citing Coburn's "excellent qualifications" Trustee Walter Jeffords called for a vote on appointment of Mr. Coburn as Dean. With the unanimous approval of the Board, Mr. Coburn became the 27th Dean of the Law School.

WHY IS THIS MAN SMILING?

FBI Agents on Campus:
Patty Hearst Reported at New York Law School

EQUITAS has learned that Paul Forster will be applying for membership in the Women's Caucus upon his return from Denmark.

Forster, who is making the trip over the long Spring Recess, has long been desirous of being admitted to membership in the Caucus. This trip will apparently remove the final obstacle to his gaining that goal.

It is understood that before boarding the plane Forster was quoted as saying "well if you can't beat them ..."

NYLS Enter
IVY Sports
See Page 4

Longchamps/NYLS Merge after Lengthy Negotiations

After months of negotiation (mostly over the menu) Dean E. Donald Shapiro revealed that New York Law School will affiliate with one of New York's most famous restaurants, Longchamps. Overcome with joyous tears, Dean Shapiro was overheard as saying, "they make the best damn shell steak in the whole downtown area."

From the information available, it appears that the Law school will commence a new clinical program. Each student will attend school four days a week, and will work at the restaurant one day a week (week-ends preferred). The full gamut of positions will be offered at the restaurant: waiter/waitress, bartender/barmaid, as well as bus-persons.

In conjunction with the program, the Law School will reump its program. Over two hundred new electives will be offered including Restaurant Advocacy, Fast Food, and Institutional Food with an emphasis on creativity. There will also be field trips to Nedicke.

Dean Anthony Davis, "Affiliation Coordinator," hoped that students would take advantage of as many of the new electives as time would permit. It was reported that Dean Davis was concerned that students wouldn't appreciate the months of negotiation with which this affiliation has taken. He remarked, "Now we have the only Law School with a quality restaurant within walking distance of the Courts."

Though the Law School Administration would neither admit nor deny the rumor, the word around NYLS is that franchises are imminent.

Foster Vows To Meet All
Of Womens Caucus' Qualifications

EQUITAS has learned that Paul Forster will be applying for membership in the Women's Caucus upon his return from Denmark.

Forster, who is making the trip over the long Spring Recess, has long been desirous of being admitted to membership in the Caucus. This trip will apparently remove the final obstacle to his gaining that goal.
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Drug Cache Found in Library: Andy “Smack” Simak in Custody

The United States Attorney’s office has thwarted what may well turn out to be the “largest drug conspiracy in the City’s history.” In a raid last Wednesday night at the NYLS library, Assistant U.S. Attorney and famous narcotics prosecutor Lynette Rich explained the seizure as being the product of “many weeks of frustrating investigation.”

The raid, which occurred just as the library was closing, turned up some startling facts. Volumes 15 N.Y. Reports through 32 N.Y. 2d had false bindings in order to provide storage of what Ms. Rich estimated to be over 10,000 capsules, predominantly Quaaludes.

Librarian and Professor of Law Andy “Smack” Simak was being held in custody pending further investigation. Forcibly taken from his Ninth Floor office, Professor Simak remarked, “This is ridiculous. No one ever reads those Reports anyway; we had to fill the shelves somehow for the AALS.”

The impact of the scandal also left Dean Shapiro apparently unmoved. Reached at his Bologna villa, Shapiro shrugged off inquiries, “I warned Andy about Lynette, let things cool off.” Refreshments are expected.

Professor Andy “Smack” Simak faces arraignment April 10 in Foley Square. All are urged to attend.

Maxicoulos to be Honored

The Dean has announced that the William Maxicoulos award for attendance will be awarded this year to Ms. Karen “Blondy” Rothaus. The award which was named in honor of the first student to complete New York Law School without ever leaving the card game in the Pace Dorms will be presented at graduation.

Firey Silverman

*Summoned to investigate those clouds of smoke billowing out of 604 one Thursday just before noon, the firefighters found playful Uncle Milton, “The Old Professor” proudly and disobediently puffing his pipe. Tickled at all the attention, especially of being cast as a bad guy, he pointed out that it takes some people longer than others to grow up.

SITUATION(S) DESIRED

243 MEMBERS OF THE GRADUATING CLASS OF A FAMOUS URBAN LAW COLLEGE ARE AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE EMPLOYMENT. SPECIALTIES INCLUDE

- BALLET LAW
- SPORTS LAW
- BACKGAMMON
- DIETARY LAW

Call Now. DEAN RON FARBGOLD
ASST. DEAN JOEL WEINSTEIN

IF U CAN REED THIS AD* U CLD BECOM A LAW PROFSOR AND GT A GD JOB.

57 Worth Street, New York, New York

Summer, Spring and Fall Terms. Approved for Veterans, Also by A.A.L.S. and the JOHN BIRCH SOCIETY.

Our graduates have been placed in over 2 law schools & firms.

Is this man Simak’s reputed “Mexican Connection”?

WE’VE CHANGED OUR NAME!
No Choice

Although EQUITAS has refrained from taking a position in the past, after a long meeting the Editorial Board has decided to urge the student body not to vote in the upcoming school wide elections. We are appalled at the decision of Dean Paul Forster not to allow any students to stand for office. Giving the students the option of either approving or not voting for the appointment of Tony Scandal as President of the Student Bar Association obviously offers no choice at all.

One student explained and sent a memorandum to the Board in support of his contention that watching professors teach while wearing mink disturbed his gastrointestinal system and prevented him from digesting his hard boiled egg. The Board has yielded to this pressure and is depriving Hochberg of the pleasure of modeling his coat for the first eight minutes of the class hour. The confusing is the fact that the class now must break every ten minutes so that Hochberg can go to the second floor to check on his checked out cat. We believe that the board should reconsider its decision.

Check That Mink

We think that the decision of the Board of Trustees requiring Professor Hochberg to check his coat on the second floor is ridiculous, and should be reversed.

One student explained and sent a memorandum to the Board in support of his contention that watching professors teach while wearing mink disturbed his gastrointestinal system and prevented him from digesting his hard boiled egg. The Board has yielded to this pressure and is depriving Hochberg of the pleasure of modeling his coat for the first eight minutes of the class hour. The confusing is the fact that the class now must break every ten minutes so that Hochberg can go to the second floor to check on his checked out cat. We believe that the board should reconsider its decision.

Curriculum Changes Announced

Urban Law School Goal Stressed

Administration Seeks Curriculum Diversity

In a special release to this reporter it has been learned that New York University Law School has been affected by the educational experience into unheard of dimensions. Don "The Man from Glad" Goldberg has explained and sent a memorandum to the Board in support of his contention that watching professors teach while wearing mink disturbed his gastrointestinal system and prevented him from digesting his hard boiled egg. The Board has yielded to this pressure and is depriving Hochberg of the pleasure of modeling his coat for the first eight minutes of the class hour. The confusing is the fact that the class now must break every ten minutes so that Hochberg can go to the second floor to check on his checked out cat. We believe that the board should reconsider its decision.
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For the recent tragedy on the second floor could easily have avoided being.

While the ultimate result has been that Dean Mink has emerged only slightly scarred does not mitigate the possibility that a more serious injury could have resulted. As it stands now the one thing that happened was that the Dean lost thirty pounds and finally was able to get to the bottom of the pile of papers on his desk by being trapped in his office for more than a week.

The possibility of someone again being trapped in the Dean's office and not being able to get to what he is doing is quite gadget-oriented, so, Elec- tronics 101 is to be taught by Pro- fessor Sexy Stevie, that svelte, boy wonder loaned to us by N.B.C. but the Administration has taken it upon themselves to offer some.气温, and was in no way a demand of Doc. Wesley, smiling in the background, holding additional bibles, was Paul Forster accompanied by steno-pad equipped Tracey Oliphant.

One student complained and sent a memor­andum to the Board in support of his contention that watching professors teach while wearing mink disturbed his gastrointestinal system and prevented him from digesting his hard boiled egg. The Board has yielded to this pressure and is depriving Hochberg of the pleasure of modeling his coat for the first eight minutes of the class hour. The confusing is the fact that the class now must break every ten minutes so that Hochberg can go to the second floor to check on his checked out cat. We believe that the board should reconsider its decision.

Clinical Ethics

Congratulations are in order ... We think that Professor Stuart C. "Stuie Chuck" Goldberg's recent new clinical program is a big success. Everyone is, we are sure, aware, of the program. All of the students of Goldberg's classes are given the opportunity to proofread at least to us, of the new flask of Irish cheer, at which point...

The first course to be added is Physical Education 101. In order to meet the demand placed on us in the future, the administration has arranged that only one elevator operate during rush hours. This will prompt dedicated students to run up the stairs to class, dramati- cally increasing their speed and capacity. When these exercises are done consistently the student will eventually develop a superior opponent in true oratory style. The other part of this course is being taught by Professor Razzle Dazzle Newman, with particular emphasis on voting. As you vote on the following proposition that your awareness will brighten as well as the importance of Due Process and Notice. These ideas will be ex- pressed in your final exam which is a postcard to Washington Land that the new changes that have been made.

R.O.T.C. is not foreseen as a pos­ition but Administration has appointed student experts in self-defense to conduct a course entitled "Survive and Destroy 101.

The object of this course is to reference to gender. This course is to be held in the Pension's Caucus statement in Federal Court on the ground that 5 copies of "The Man from Glad" were made with a lampoon edition of "All the Real Law Schools" and was in no way a demand of Doc. Wesley, smiling in the background, holding additional bibles, was Paul Forster accompanied by steno-pad equipped Tracey Oliphant.
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The administration seeks curriculum diversity

In a special release to this reporter it has been learned that New York University Law School has been affected by the educational experience into unheard of dimensions. Don "The Man from Glad" Goldberg has explained and sent a memorandum to the Board in support of his contention that watching professors teach while wearing mink disturbed his gastrointestinal system and prevented him from digesting his hard boiled egg. The Board has yielded to this pressure and is depriving Hochberg of the pleasure of modeling his coat for the first eight minutes of the class hour. The confusing is the fact that the class now must break every ten minutes so that Hochberg can go to the second floor to check on his checked out cat. We believe that the board should reconsider its decision.
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DEAN BEARN PLEASSED WITH CURRENT EMPLOYMENT PICTURE

"MAGGIE" BEARN CITES INUNDATION BY NATIONAL FIRMS

In the face of a tight job market, NYLS students are apparently dilletantes. Recruiting Dean "Maggie" Bearn who spelled out the details last week in two interviews.

New York law firm offers and acceptances are reaching remarkably high percentages in the third-year class. Dean Maggie was apparently unable to explain the welcome change. "I just can't believe the turkeys who are pulling down $20,000 jobs at places like Cravath Swaine and Sullivan & Cromwell," she remarked.

Nevertheless, the statistics appear to be incredible. As of last Monday, Maggie said 184 out of 195, or 95.2% of the third year class had reported jobs. She was sure another 10 had jobs but had not formally reported them.

Dean Bearn said she had no figures on how many students had gotten their first choices, but said she thought the figure must be high as over 25% of the class had received federal clerkships, including four with the United States Supreme Court.

The second-year class is doing almost exactly the same. Placement Director Charles Harvey (recipient of the inaugural Bancroft Whitney Award for Excellence in Tort) said 148 students seeking summer jobs, 112 reported having secured positions. Mr. Harvey, who transferred to the Evening Division to direct the Placement Office, said he thought the upsurge was "long overdue and peccable. He was an all-city catcher with such an ultimatum, the athletic press conference that

In placement was "long overdue here at New York University. I sure is glad to be here when all this is happening."

Questionnaires mailed out last month by the Placement Office invited comments on placement procedures. The comments were prolific.
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Columbia "University, noted "It's a matter of course that the school will accept placements for head coaching positions, but we're especially pleased to see the interest in assistance out of the library budget—no one will know the difference any how."

Columbia "University, noted "It's a matter of course that the school will accept placements for head coaching positions, but we're especially pleased to see the interest in assistance out of the library budget—no one will know the difference any how."

New members of Academic Standing Committee appointed after sitting in at Dean's office.

"DON" Miguel Silvermano Indicted: CHARGED WITH FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCE OF A PIECE OF PROPERTY

"DON" Miguel "Two Fingers" Silvermano was indicted today by a Brooklyn Grand Jury on 43 counts of real estate fraud involving the transfer of certain New York realty. Silvermano, pictured left in a prisoner moment has a long history of such dealings.

The Don, acting head of the old Manhattan based Palazzo mob, was shocked by the indictment. When contacted at Palazzo Silvermano, his three room palatial retreat, the Don snapped:

"Siempre face zonzo"—"They always plok us on us little goys"

This indictment adds to the list of the Don's recent problems. It is rumored that Don "Famise" Shapiro and his two henchmen, Anthony "Fast Tony" Scanlon and Anthony "Slow Tony" Davis have vowed to take over the Don's vast empire. This empire includes Lexan, the legal computer, the Zurn Godzila Oli Oli Company, and the Mogen David Italian Provision Company. Shapiro is the capo of the old Frenseli gang.

"Fast Tony" Scanlon publicly vowed revenge on the old don at a recent Phi Delta Phi Dinner. Scanlon, an uninvited guest, crashed the gate to protest the fact that Shapiro, Davis, and himself were not invited. Scanlon screamed:

"If my hands weren't glued behind my back, you'd sleep with the fishes."

Conspiring to the old Don, Ar- turo Pesci stated that if Scanlon called his client a "Murdered Pate" one more time, they'd sue for defamation.

The indictment stems from cer- tain Real Estate Transactions which occurred during the fall semester. Forty-three members of that class paraded before the Grand Jury to testify. The old Don had recently gained national promi- nence during a lecture tour on opera, wine, fine cigars and Jewish humor. The tour was cut short because his anonymous 匠cker pulled out due to another indictment. If convicted, the old Don faces 20 years military confinement in a cell at 47 Worth Street.